Personal Channelling Additional Information:The  angels’  messages  are  for  your  guidance  and  whatever  your  problem and/or
question is  the  angels  will  give  advice  for  YOUR  highest  good.    It’s  your  choice  
whether or not to follow their guidance.
Remember the physical symptoms of most medical conditions usually have an
emotional cause and this is where the angels can particularly help and advise.

Would you like to receive a
Personal Channelled
message from the Angels?

They will never recommend you do anything which will ultimately hurt you or
negatively affect another person.
You may not ask about another person, only about the effects of another person
on you, and how to deal with that.
I am purely channelling the message the angels have for you and generally their
words are so personal to you that they mean little to me. I am not able, therefore,
to enter into any discussion on how to interpret their words or on any actions they
may suggest you take.
If you have any further questions, either now or at a later date, then you can either
try the process given in this leaflet again or, if you do not seem to be receiving a
clear message, send your question to me to put before the angels, along with the
usual fee.

The angels are waiting,
they have confirmed their willingness to help
"We love you all, and take great delight in communicating on things both great and
apparently small, but nothing is too small for us Angels, and we urge you to keep
asking, for our power to help is unlimited, and you are not "being greedy" or taking
another person's share by asking us. This is limited human thinking. As long as
you keep a loving heart, and have the good of all the World as your aspiration,
then nothing can be too small or big to ask".
From An Angels' Guide to Working with the Power of Light by Laura Newbury.

Data Protection Statement –
Your information will be treated in the strictest confidence and no record of the
question or answer will be stored manually or electronically.
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Look inside for instructions and information about the
process.
To send your question online visit
http://www.lauranewbury.co.uk/channellingRequest.html
or complete and send the enclosed form to Laura.

To request a personal channelled message please complete the
form enclosed.
Write your problem and/or question about which you would like
guidance in the space provided in the Personal Channelling Request
Form (using either online version or enclosed postal form). It may
help to write this as if you are addressing the angels directly for
guidance.
Need help with asking your question?
I asked the Angels for guidance on a way to help you formulate your
question.
They gave me the process given below which is in the form of a
visualisation to help you focus on the problem for which a resolution
is needed:
The angels are happy to give guidance on request.
If you have an issue that you feel is causing you pain and worry, and
is blocking you from happiness, then we ask that you do this:
Take time to yourself to be on your own and sit quietly and imagine
that you are in a safe place, a place known to you, or a place from
your past experience, indoors or outdoors if possible. It may be by
water.
Take yourself in your mind to that place, and imagine white light
flowing down from source or God and into your mind, and through
your body. Let yourself relax into the feeling of benevolence and
know that you are loved by God. Know that there is an answer to
every problem. There is nothing that you can do or be that would
diminish the love that is for you. You deserve to be healed and
happy.
Now imagine that you can see your current problem as a dark
energy, and hold it up in the light and look at it, as if you could hold it
in your hands.

Now go deep within your heart and ask for the source of that
problem to be exposed, and made known to you.
Write down a question that explains this problem in the simplest way
possible.
Sit holding the paper with your problem and question written on it,
and imagine the white light flowing through your body and through
your heart and out to the piece of paper. See the light dissolving the
problem, and a solution happening.
Feel your worry or sorrow turn to trust and know that all can be
healed and resolved.
Let go and forgive yourself.
Give thanks.
The question that you have written during this exercise is the one we
wish to answer for you.
Send this with the other requested details using either the online
form (enter the Gift Voucher number in the Discount Voucher box) or
the enclosed postal form.
If it is possible to do so, repeat the exercise as you wait for our
guidance, but know that every prayer is heard and answered by God.
It is for you to receive this guidance and take steps to heal yourself
and let go your fear in the knowledge that there is a solution to every
problem, and that you can find the solution.
I have been  told  by  the  angels:  “As  love  is  a  power  that  transforms  
and heals, when we seek a solution from our hearts, this power of
love in our hearts can shine on our darkness and reveal the way
forward  to  a  healing  and  joyful  resolution.”

Personal Channelling Request Form

Your question contd. –
(Continue on the back if necessary)

Please enter your contact details below
Name –
Address –

Town/City –
Postcode –
Phone number –

Your question –

Send this form to –
Laura Newbury
2a Dean Crescent
Stirling
FK8 1UT
Phone: 07729 050 035

If applicable enter
your discount
voucher number here
___________

